Come celebrate handmade, original, incredible art with us!

The ARTS are everywhere in rural Ashe County. Get to know the artists and craftspeople who enrich our lives with their work. As you drive our country roads and visit artist's studios, take notice of the Barn Quilts along the way.

**Saturday**
August 3
10am - 6pm

**Sunday**
August 4
12 - 5pm

**Artist Exhibit:**
July 30 - August 4

**Reception:**
August 2, 5 - 7pm

**Location:**
Ashe Arts Center

ashecountyarts.org
336.846-2787
Becki Henderson-Gow
312 Green Meadows Drive
Todd, NC 28684
(336) 877-1965
cjadhawk@gmail.com
Handcrafted art jewelry made from multiple metals with accents of stone and enamel.

Carla Houck
Carl's Baskets
312 Green Meadows Drive
Todd, NC 28684
(336) 877-1965
cjadhawk@gmail.com
Functional and decorative handwoven baskets in a variety of styles with wood bases and handles, some with color, all beautiful!

Debra Mauser Design
312 Green Meadows Drive
Todd, NC 28684
(336) 877-4383
deborahmauser@gmail.com
DeborahMauserDesigns.com
Handcrafted art jewelry made from multiple metals with accents of stone and enamel.

Jennifer and Adrienne Ley
Pendle Alpacas
968 E Main Road
Jefferson, NC 28640
(843) 906-7085
pendlealpacas@gmail.com
Fine Fibers from Cute Critters – specializing in woven and felted decorations, ornaments, and accessories, handmade and hand-dyed yarns.

JoAnn Pippin
Painting
170 West Town Way
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(828) 406-6119
jpippin@yahoo.com
Simple jewelry that displays Mother Nature’s little treasures. Beautiful wire-wrapped stones, shells, and beach glass are the center of attention.

Ron Pippin
Jewelry
170 West Town Way
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(828) 406-6119
jpippin@yahoo.com
Simple jewelry that displays Mother Nature’s little treasures. Beautiful wire-wrapped stones, shells, and beach glass are the center of attention.

Renee and Syndy Brooks
Quilt Square Girls
Barn Quilts & More
5 East Second Street
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(336) 877-8971
quiltsquaregirls@aol.com
ilovebarnquilts.com
quiltsquaregirls@aol.com
(336) 468-7065
West Jefferson, NC 28694
5 East Second Street
Barn Quilts & More
Quilt Square Girls
Renee and Syndi Brooks
Intricately designed and painted barn quilts for your home, office, barn or outbuilding.

David Bridge
Whiskey Mountain Pottery
411 Woodie Avenue
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(336) 877-6408
dbridgepottery51@gmail.com
Functional/decorative stoneware pottery; mostly thrown on a potter’s wheel and hand carved. Colors include celadon, reds, blues and browns.

George Kosinski
Kosinski Studio at the Old Hospital
410 McConnell Street #202
West Jefferson, NC 28640
(336) 846-2122
kosinski@kosinskistudio.com
kosinskistudio.com
Paintings in oil and watercolor of Ashe County, Blue Ridge Mountains and the Carolinas.

Carl Houck
Carla's Baskets
312 Green Meadows Drive
Todd, NC 28684
(336) 877-1965
cjadhawk@gmail.com
Handcrafted art jewelry made from multiple metals with accents of stone and enamel.

Come celebrate homemade, original, incredible art with us...
Enjoy the Drive!

Debora Mauser
Debora Mauser Designs
312 Green Meadows Drive
Todd, NC 28684
(336) 877-4383
deborahmauser@gmail.com
DeborahMauserDesigns.com
Handcrafted art jewelry made from multiple metals with accents of stone and enamel.

Jennifer Gardner Wilson
Gardiner Pottery
5123 Big Windfall Road
Lenoir, NC 28643
(336) 384-1968
jenigpottery@gmail.com
Wheel-thrown, earthenware pottery with brushed and incised figures given depth by slips and glazes.

Carla Houck
Carl's Baskets
312 Green Meadows Drive
Todd, NC 28684
(336) 877-1965
cjadhawk@gmail.com
Functional and decorative handwoven baskets in a variety of styles with wood bases and handles, some with color, all beautiful!

JoAnn Pippin
Painting
170 West Town Way
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(828) 406-6119
jpippin@yahoo.com
Simple jewelry that displays Mother Nature’s little treasures. Beautiful wire-wrapped stones, shells, and beach glass are the center of attention.

Mary-Ann Prack
Prack Art Studio
431 Sunnyside Park Road
Jefferson, NC 28640
(828) 406-7040
prackart@gmail.com
prackart.com
Abstract, boldly colored, large and small scale figurative sculpture, paintings, drawings and outdoor sculpture garden.

Mary Ann Prack
Prack Art Studio
431 Sunnyside Park Road
Jefferson, NC 28640
(828) 406-7040
prackart@gmail.com
prackart.com
Abstract, boldly colored, large and small scale figurative sculpture, paintings, drawings and outdoor sculpture garden.

David Bridge
Whiskey Mountain Pottery
411 Woodie Avenue
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(336) 877-6408
dbridgepottery51@gmail.com
Functional/decorative stoneware pottery; mostly thrown on a potter’s wheel and hand carved. Colors include celadon, reds, blues and browns.

Georgie Kosinski
Kosinski Studio at the Old Hospital
410 McConnell Street #202
West Jefferson, NC 28640
(336) 846-2122
kosinski@kosinskistudio.com
kosinskistudio.com
Paintings in oil and watercolor of Ashe County, Blue Ridge Mountains and the Carolinas.

Debora Mauser
Debora Mauser Designs
312 Green Meadows Drive
Todd, NC 28684
(336) 877-4383
deborahmauser@gmail.com
DeborahMauserDesigns.com
Handcrafted art jewelry made from multiple metals with accents of stone and enamel.

Jennifer and Adrienne Ley
Pendle Alpacas
968 E Main Road
Jefferson, NC 28640
(843) 906-7085
pendlealpacas@gmail.com
Fine Fibers from Cute Critters – specializing in woven and felted decorations, ornaments, and accessories, handmade and hand-dyed yarns.

JoAnn Pippin
Painting
170 West Town Way
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(828) 406-6119
jpippin@yahoo.com
Simple jewelry that displays Mother Nature’s little treasures. Beautiful wire-wrapped stones, shells, and beach glass are the center of attention.

Ron Pippin
Jewelry
170 West Town Way
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(828) 406-6119
jpippin@yahoo.com
Simple jewelry that displays Mother Nature’s little treasures. Beautiful wire-wrapped stones, shells, and beach glass are the center of attention.

Renee and Syndy Brooks
Quilt Square Girls
Barn Quilts & More
5 East Second Street
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(336) 877-8971
quiltsquaregirls@aol.com
ilovebarnquilts.com
Intricately designed and painted barn quilts for your home, office, barn or outbuilding.

David Bridge
Whiskey Mountain Pottery
411 Woodie Avenue
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(336) 877-6408
dbridgepottery51@gmail.com
Functional/decorative stoneware pottery; mostly thrown on a potter’s wheel and hand carved. Colors include celadon, reds, blues and browns.

George Kosinski
Kosinski Studio at the Old Hospital
410 McConnell Street #202
West Jefferson, NC 28640
(336) 846-2122
kosinski@kosinskistudio.com
kosinskistudio.com
Paintings in oil and watercolor of Ashe County, Blue Ridge Mountains and the Carolinas.

Mary-Ann Prack
Prack Art Studio
431 Sunnyside Park Road
Jefferson, NC 28640
(828) 406-7040
prackart@gmail.com
prackart.com
Abstract, boldly colored, large and small scale figurative sculpture, paintings, drawings and outdoor sculpture garden.

Mary Ann Prack
Prack Art Studio
431 Sunnyside Park Road
Jefferson, NC 28640
(828) 406-7040
prackart@gmail.com
prackart.com
Abstract, boldly colored, large and small scale figurative sculpture, paintings, drawings and outdoor sculpture garden.

Ash County Arts Council
HEADQUARTERS
303 School Avenue
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(336) 846-2787
ashcountyarts.org
info@ashcountyarts.org
Your one-stop-shop for Studio Tour information, maps, and driving directions. Visit the Gallery and Gallery Shop, and learn more about the many arts happenings in Ashe County!

Renee and Syndy Brooks
Quilt Square Girls
Barn Quilts & More
5 East Second Street
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(336) 877-8971
quiltsquaregirls@aol.com
ilovebarnquilts.com
Intricately designed and painted barn quilts for your home, office, barn or outbuilding.

David Bridge
Whiskey Mountain Pottery
411 Woodie Avenue
West Jefferson, NC 28694
(336) 877-6408
dbridgepottery51@gmail.com
Functional/decorative stoneware pottery; mostly thrown on a potter’s wheel and hand carved. Colors include celadon, reds, blues and browns.

George Kosinski
Kosinski Studio at the Old Hospital
410 McConnell Street #202
West Jefferson, NC 28640
(336) 846-2122
kosinski@kosinskistudio.com
kosinskistudio.com
Paintings in oil and watercolor of Ashe County, Blue Ridge Mountains and the Carolinas.

Mary-Ann Prack
Prack Art Studio
431 Sunnyside Park Road
Jefferson, NC 28640
(828) 406-7040
prackart@gmail.com
prackart.com
Abstract, boldly colored, large and small scale figurative sculpture, paintings, drawings and outdoor sculpture garden.

Mary Ann Prack
Prack Art Studio
431 Sunnyside Park Road
Jefferson, NC 28640
(828) 406-7040
prackart@gmail.com
prackart.com
Abstract, boldly colored, large and small scale figurative sculpture, paintings, drawings and outdoor sculpture garden.